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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
OF SOCIAL NETWORK CHANGE
Teresa D. Schmidt  |  SYSC Seminar|  January 10, 2020
AIMS
The primary aim is to demonstrate and compare the application of 
two statistical methods that can:
❖ Infer network structures from a set of observations and 
❖ Test them for significant change over time 
The secondary aim is to use those methods to identify changes in a 
healthcare delivery network following its formation as a CCO
❖ Infer healthcare delivery networks before versus after
❖ Test whether the amount of change was statistically significant
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TWO METHODS
❖ R-DNA - Regression-based Differential Network Analysis
▪ Borrowed from the field of Bioinformatics
❖ I-DNA - Information-theory-based Differential Network 
Analysis
▪ Developed here from Information Theory methods
❖ Comparison – How do R-DNA & I-DNA differ in the 
networks they infer, the changes they find, and the 
statistical significance they can detect? 
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SNA BACKGROUND
❖ Network analysis (NA) is a general methodology for measuring, representing, and 
analyzing structural connectivity among interacting elements in a system
❖ Social network analysis (SNA) is the application of network analysis to social 
phenomena
❖ This work will contribute to the SNA field on two fronts:
1. Network measurement
2. Statistical detection of change
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SNA BACKGROUND
1. Network Measurement
❖ Most SNA measurement techniques can be very time consuming:
❖ Questionnaires are time consuming for participants 
❖ Interviews and observations are time consuming for researchers
❖ New technologies allow for automatic data collection, and more behaviors are 
expressed online
❖ Inference techniques allow network relationships to be defined from patterns in 
behavior.
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SNA BACKGROUND
2. Statistical Analysis
❖ Most network analysis is descriptive, and not statistical
❖ Statistical analyses are predominantly used for parameter estimation
❖ Methods to compare networks are usually geared to reject independence
▪ Quadratic Assignment Procedure (QAP), Jaccard Index, Simple Matching
❖ We apply a resample-based testing of significant change in networks, when
▪ When two networks have the same members, and their structures have been inferred
▪ This general idea is borrowed from work in bioinformatics
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GENERAL METHOD
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
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CCO BACKGROUND
❖ Rising costs of Medicaid coverage led to Oregon’s legislation of a healthcare 
transformation plan with Coordinated Care Organizations (CCOs)
❖ CCOs have been charged with reducing costs and improving healthcare quality
❖ CCOs include medical, mental, and behavioral care under a collective ‘global 
budget’ that is calculated for the number of Medicaid members
❖ CCOs must implement a Patient-Centered Primary Care Home (PCPCH) model
▪ Patients are assigned a Primary Care Provider (PCP)
▪ Patients must see their PCP and get permission to see other doctors or specialists
❖ The PCPCH model is expected to change healthcare delivery patterns, which 
should be evident in changes in the healthcare network.
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CCO BACKGROUND
❖ Health Share of Oregon formed on September 1st, 2012, for the greater 
Portland area (Multnomah, Washington, and Clackamas counties)
❖ I-DNA and R-DNA were applied to Medicaid insurance claims from 2011-2013, 
inferring the healthcare network before and after Health Share’s Formation
❖ A four-month ‘buffer’ period 
was allowed on either side 
of the intervention start-
date 
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Billing providers were 
targeted for network 
inference because they are 
fewer and their level of 
aggregation allows less 
noise than there is at the 
performing provider level
Requirements for the 
PCPCH model of care 
should change which 
patients are seen by which 
performing providers
Changes in care delivery 
patterns were expected to 
be visible in the billing 
network
CCO FICTITIOUS EXAMPLE
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HealthCo
Organization
InsureCo
Organization
CareCo
Organization
Dr. 1 Dr. 4Dr. 2
Dr. 3
Dr. 7Dr. 5
Dr. 6
Dr. 10LabCo TestingHealthCo Hospital
Dr. 9Dr. 8
CareCo ClinicHealthCo Clinic
Organizations
Billing 
providers
Performing 
providers
Patients
DATA PREPARATION
❖ Data was cross-tabulated, from claim-level records to a frequency count by 
patient and billing provider (BP).
❖ We had a total of 5,602,376 claims for 183,958 patients
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Values in red were recoded as 2 for I-DNA.
Claim# Patient Provider Date BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4… … … …
B
e
fo
re
 Patient A 0 0 1 0
1234 Patient A BP3 2012 Patient B 1 7 0 2
1235 Patient B BP2 2012 Patient C 2 1 0 1
1236 Patient C BP1 2012
… … … … …
1237 Patient C BP2 2013
A
ft
e
r 
Patient C 0 1 0 0
1238 Patient D BP1 2013 Patient D 4 0 0 0
1239 Patient E BP3 2013 Patient E 0 0 1 1… … … … … … … … …
METHOD 1: R-DNA
❖ Borrowed from Bioinformatics
❖ Regression approaches are used to infer pairwise connections in genetic networks
▪ A variable is defined for each gene
▪ Cases indicate each gene’s expression level, for a sample of organisms or cells
❖ In SNA, regression can be used to infer pairwise connections among members
▪ Correlations (between 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 - e.g., billing providers 1 & 2).
▪ Multiple regressions of 𝑥𝑖 on all possible alters (𝑥𝑗≠𝑖)
▪ Partial least squares (PLS) has been found most effective for gene networks
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METHOD 1: R-DNA
❖ Regressions can be used to infer connectivity scores ( ෠𝐵) between every pair 
of members (𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗), indicating a network structure
❖ When done for two networks with the same members, connectivity matrices
can be compared and tested for significant difference
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Before Network
𝒙𝟏 𝒙𝟐 𝒙𝟑 𝒙𝟒 ⋯
𝒙𝟏 – .4 .3 .1 ⋯
𝒙𝟐 .3 – .3 .1 ⋯
𝒙𝟑 .4 .3 – .3 ⋯
𝒙𝟒 .2 .1 .3 – ⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
After Network
𝒙𝟏 𝒙𝟐 𝒙𝟑 𝒙𝟒 ⋯
𝒙𝟏 – .2 .4 .2 ⋯
𝒙𝟐 .3 – .3 .1 ⋯
𝒙𝟑 .1 .2 – .4 ⋯
𝒙𝟒 .2 .1 .3 – ⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
෠𝐵14
መ𝜃 =
1
𝑔(𝑔 − 1)
෍
𝑖≠𝑗
| ෠𝐵𝑖𝑗
2 − ෠𝐵𝑖𝑗
1 |
𝑔(𝑔 − 1)= # connections
෠𝐵𝑖𝑗
1 = ෠𝐵𝑖𝑗 from time 1
෠𝐵𝑖𝑗
2 = ෠𝐵𝑖𝑗 from time 2
❖ Network Distance:
METHOD 1: R-DNA
❖ Partial Least Squares (PLS)
▪ We sum IV contributions (𝑐) to latent 
terms of covariance with the DV (𝑡)
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METHOD 2: I-DNA
❖ Reconstructability Analysis (RA) is an information-theory methodology that 
detects associations among variables, which we can interpret as network 
connections
❖ RA is non-parametric, and can find 
nonlinear associations
❖ RA can also produce ‘hypergraphs’ 
with higher-way associations 
(e.g., 𝑥1𝑥2 𝑥3 ∶ 𝑥2𝑥3𝑥4 ∶ 𝑥2𝑥3𝑥5 )
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𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟐
𝒙𝟑
𝒙𝟒
𝒙𝟓
METHOD 2: I-DNA
❖ RA finds a ‘best’ model of associations between 
members (e.g., billing providers)
❖ RA models contain calculated probabilities (𝑞) for 
all variables at all states, e.g.,
𝑞 𝑥1
0𝑥2
0𝑥3
0𝑥4
0𝑥5
0 , 𝑞 𝑥1
0𝑥2
0𝑥3
0𝑥4
0𝑥5
1 , 𝑞 𝑥1
0𝑥2
0𝑥3
0𝑥4
0𝑥5
2
❖ These are compared to independence to identify 
the best RA model by BIC
❖ We define the distance between RA networks as 
the sum of absolute differences in the calculated 
probabilities (𝑞) of the two RA models
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𝒙𝟏 𝒙𝟐 𝒙𝟑 𝒙𝟒 𝒙𝟓
Patient 1 0 0 1 2 0
Patient 2 1 2 0 0 0
Patient 3 2 1 0 1 0
Patient 4 0 0 0 1 2
Patient 5 2 2 0 0 0
Patient 6 0 0 2 2 0
Patient 7 0 2 0 0 0
Patient 8 0 1 2 0 0
Patient 9 1 2 0 0 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
መ𝜃𝑅𝐴=σ 𝑞
2 − 𝑞1
❖ Network Distance:
❖ Standardized Bivariate Transmission (SBT) is a simplified version of RA, limited to 
pairwise associations
❖ Transmission is calculated as a ratio of observed (𝑝𝑖𝑗) to calculated probabilities under an 
independence model (𝑞𝑖𝑗), for each possible two-way association (𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗)
❖ Transmission is then divided by the maximum possible (𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥), which standardizes it so that 
all connection weights within a network can be compared to one another
❖ The calculation of an SBT network offers a theoretical bridge between an RA hyper-graph 
network and a pairwise network derived in R-DNA (e.g., correlation)
METHOD 2: I-DNA
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = min −෍
𝑖
𝑝 𝑥𝑖 log2 𝑝 𝑥𝑖 , −෍
𝑗
𝑝 𝑥𝑗 log2 𝑝 𝑥𝑗
𝑇𝑖𝑗 =෍𝑝(𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗) log
𝑝(𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗)
𝑞(𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗)
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DISTANCE MEASURES FOR I-DNA & R-DNA
Inference Method Distance Measure
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THREE CCO NETWORKS WERE DEFINED
1. The Full Network 
▪ All billing providers with ≥1 Medicaid claim during both periods
▪ Includes 1,298 nodes for billing providers from Health Share’s tri-county region
▪ Plus 1 node representing all providers from outside the region (merged together)
2. The Top 30 Network 
▪ Top 30 billing providers by patient volume (summed over both time periods)
▪ Accounted for 88.2% of all claims and 96.7% of all patients
3. The Care Sector Network
▪ Six health care sectors, by merging providers of similar types:
▪ Primary, Ancillary, Specialty, Mental/Behavioral, Facility, Other
▪ Billing provider types determined by the NPI taxonomies of their performing providers 
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Full Network and Top 30 Network were expected to have increased connectivity after 
Health Share’s formation
❖ Under the PCPCH model, patients’ primary care providers (PCPs) should direct patients more 
reliably through the network of healthcare delivery
❖ This should reduce noise and make referral patterns more prominent (for pairs and sets of 
providers)
▪ Connection weights (absolute values) 
were expected to become stronger
▪ Connections were expected to appear 
above visualization thresholds
▪ Connections were expected to become 
more complex (multiway)
H1: INCREASED CONNECTIVITY
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by correlation beforeafterSBT beforeafter & after & after
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Provider
Before only
After only
Both time periods
❖ Connectivity was found to weaken slightly, counter 
to our hypothesis for increased connectivity:
▪ Correlation: ∆|𝑟| = −0.0003
▪ SBT: ∆𝑆𝐵𝑇 = −5𝑥10−7
▪ Other methods were not computationally 
feasible
❖ Networks had a stable core (thick lines in grey) 
and a dynamic periphery when connection 
thresholds were used to determine ‘appearances’ 
and ‘disappearances’
▪ Correlation visualization threshold was ≥ .1,
allowing 1,295 edges before, 1,157 after
▪ SBT visualization threshold was ≥ .00025, 
allowing1,477 edges before, 1,216 after
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM TOP 30
Method Did Connections Strengthen? Increased Number of Connections?*
RA Strengthened (decreased entropy) Decreased from 78 to 70 pairs connected
SBT Weakened by SBT = −5𝑒 − 7 Remained constant at 75 connections
Correlation Strengthened by r = 0.00018 Increased from 70 to 72 connections
Regression Weakened by B = 0.00145 Increased from 70 to 75 connections
PLS Strengthened by s = 0.00105) Increased from 71 to 74 connections
❖Methods disagreed on whether CCO connectivity increased over time
* Connection counts subject to visualization thresholds for all methods except for RA, including 0.1 
(correlation), 0.001 (SBT), 0.145 (regression), and 0.082 (PLS). 
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❖ RA did find stronger connectivity after Health 
Share’s formation, as evidenced by lower entropy 
(less uniform model distribution)
❖ But RA also found less connectivity in that:
▪ There were fewer associations (27 → 25)
▪ Many 4-way connections became 3-way
▪ And fewer pairs were connected (78 → 70)
❖ Together this gives evidence for consolidation
(stronger connectivity, but among fewer members)
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Provider
Multiway connection
Before only
After only
Both time periods
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM TOP 30
❖Discrepancies were reconciled if changes are interpreted as consolidation
❖A subset of CCO providers became more strongly connected, while others 
became less connected
Method Any Direct evidence for Consolidation?
RA Yes: Fewer/simpler multi-way connections had stronger overall connectivity
Correlation Yes: Strongest connections were stronger, and weakest were weaker (∆|𝑟|)
SBT Neutral: Consolidation appears specific to multiway or high-frequency patterns
Regression Neutral: Consolidation appears to be specific to multiway patterns
PLS Neutral: Consolidation appears to be specific to multiway patterns
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H2 & H3: CHANGES BETWEEN SECTORS
The Care Sector Network displayed billing providers in each of the following*:
primary |  ancillary |  specialty |  mental/behavioral  |  facility |  ‘other’
❖ H1: We expected a weaker relationship between Primary and Specialty care, due 
to patients getting assigned to primary care providers (PCPs) who should direct their 
use of specialty care services and prevent unnecessary use of specialty care
❖ H2: We expected a stronger relationship between Primary and Mental/Behavioral 
care, due to mental/behavioral patients getting more often referred to primary care
*Billing providers were categorized by the type of performing provider they most often billed for, 
performing providers were classified by their specialties in the CMS National Plan & Provider Enumeration 
System (NPPES), and specialties were based on the National Uniform Claims Committee (NUCC) taxonomy.
25
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CARE SECTOR NETWORK SUMMARY
Hypothesis Inference Before wt. After wt. After-Before Percent Change Notes
H1:
Weaker 
connection 
between 
Primary & 
Specialty 
RA NA NA
✓Billing patterns showed fewer patients with primary and 
specialty claims; more patients with one sector or the other
Correlation 0.28754 0.32342 0.03588 12.5% Strengthened 
SBT 0.00344 0.00344 0.00000 0.0% Did not change
PLS (P→S) 0.17341 0.18645 0.01304 7.5% Strengthened 
PLS (S→P) 0.39094 0.41678 0.02584 6.6% Strengthened
H2: 
Stronger 
connection 
between 
Primary & 
Mental 
Health
RA NA NA Billing patterns did not illuminate any specific changes
Correlation 0.11765 0.03311 -0.08454 -71.9% Weakened
SBT 0.00060 0.00090 0.0003 50.0%
✓Strengthened (but 
became more inverse)
PLS (P→M) 0.01860 0.04116 0.02256 121.3% ✓Strengthened 
PLS (M→P) 0.02295 0.02289 -6E-05 -0.3% Weakened
PRIMARY
ANCILLARY
MENTAL 
HEALTH
SPECIALTY
OTHER
FACILITY
by RAcorrelationSBT
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PLS
❖ The Primary-Specialty link did not weaken
▪ SBT and RA found no change between 
primary & specialty care, while Correlation 
and PLS found the relationship to strengthen
▪ Contingency tables revealed an increase in 
the proportion of patients who received 
neither primary nor specialty care, 6→10%
❖ The Mental-Primary link did not strengthen
▪ The percentage of mental health patients 
receiving primary care reduced, 84→73%
▪ SBT found a strengthening, but contingency 
tables linked this to inverse patterns
▪ Correlation showed a weakening
▪ PLS showed strengthening for a 
minority of patients
CA
RE
 S
EC
TO
R 
N
ET
W
O
RK
Weaker over time
Stronger over time
* weights indicate change in connectivity
CARE SECTOR NETWORK – HYPOTHESIS 1
❖ Contingency tables provide more information regarding changes in this connection
❖ Fewer patients predominantly used specialty care (see white-shaded cells) and more patients 
who only used primary care (see cells with white text at left)
❖ But these changes were outweighed by the increase in patients receiving neither primary nor 
specialty care
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Change 
(%After−%Before)
Specialty care utilization
(# of claims)
0 1 2-3 4+ Sum
Primary care 
utilization
(# of claims)
0 4.59% -0.31% -0.30% -0.73% 3.26%
1 0.80% -0.25% -0.13% -0.19% 0.23%
2-3 0.54% -0.38% -0.18% -0.29% -0.31%
4+ 0.20% -0.43% -0.74% -2.21% -3.18%
6.12% -1.36% -1.34% -3.42% 0.00%
CARE SECTOR NETWORK – HYPOTHESIS 2
❖ Hypothesis 2: Primary and mental sectors were expected to strengthen if mental/behavioral 
patients were successfully referred to primary care
❖ PLS and SBT provided modest support, but correlation and general trends suggest the 
relationship weakened
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Of patients receiving any primary care, how 
many also received mental health care?
Of patients receiving any mental health
care, how many also received primary care?
Mental Health 
Claims Before After
Primary
claims Before After
0 84.82% 86.19% 0 15.98% 26.87%
1 2.08% 2.00% 1 10.32% 10.38%
2-3 2.23% 2.02% 2-3 18.37% 17.29%
4+ 10.87% 9.80% 4+ 55.33% 45.46%
Any 15.18% 13.81% Any 84.02% 73.13%
RESAMPLING TECHNIQUES
30
Three resampling methods were used for hypothesis testing
❖ Permutation: Before and after datasets were combined and randomly 
sorted without replacement into pseudo “before” and “after” datasets of 
the same size.
❖ Single bootstrapping (combined sample): Before and after datasets were 
combined and randomly sorted with replacement into pseudo “before” and 
“after” datasets of the same size.
❖ Double bootstrapping (separate sample): Before and after datasets were 
kept separate, and subsamples were randomly selected with replacement
into pseudo “before” and “after” datasets of the same size.
OVERVIEW OF STATISTICAL TESTS
9 network distances and 8 connection distances were
statistically tested by 3 resampling methods (𝟗 + 𝟖) × 𝟑 = 𝟓𝟏
3 NETWORKS
1
Full Network
(no testing)
2
Top 30 Network
(inference 5 ways)
3
Care Sector Network
(inference 4 ways)
5 INFERENCE METHODS
R
-D
N
A
1 Correlation
2 Multiple Regression 
3
Partial Least Squares 
Regression (PLS)
I-
D
N
A 4
Reconstructability 
Analysis (RA)
5
Standardized Bivariate 
Transmission (SBT)
3 TESTING METHODS
1 Permutation
2
One-Sample 
Bootstrapping
3
Two-Sample 
Bootstrapping
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2 CONNECTIONS
3a
Primary-Specialty
(inference 4 ways)
3b
Primary-Mental
(inference 4 ways)
OVERVIEW OF ANALYSES
32
❖ Resampling was applied with 100 iterations to top 30 and care sector networks
▪ 100 pairs of “before” & “after” datasets by permutation, single, & double bootstrapping
❖ The same resampled datasets were inferred by each inference method, so 
differences in resampling would not affect statistical results
▪ The same 100 permutation resampled datasets for the top 30 network were inferred by RA, 
SBT, correlation, multiple regression, and PLS
❖ This let us compare different inference and resampling techniques on their 
ability to detect change over time
❖9 network-level 
distance measures 
were tested by 
each resampling 
method
❖All tests indicated a 
significant amount 
of change after 
Health Share 
formed
NETWORK-LEVEL TEST RESULTS
Top 30 Network Distance (𝜽) Permutation 
Single 
Bootstrap 
Double 
Bootstrap 
RA 0.43814 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Correlation 0.01841 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
SBT 0.00029 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Mult Regression 0.02456 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
PLS 0.01560 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Care Sector Network
RA 0.15538 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Correlation 0.04079 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
SBT 0.00054 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
PLS 0.01807 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 33
❖8 network-level 
distance measures 
were tested by 
each resampling 
method
❖Inference methods 
did differ in their 
statistical detection 
of change
CONNECTION-LEVEL TEST RESULTS
Primary-Specialty Distance (𝜽) Permutation 
Single 
Bootstrap 
Double 
Bootstrap 
SBT 0.00000 0.49 0.44 0.52
Correlation 0.03588 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
PLS Prim→Spec 0.01304 0.1 0.14 0.18
PLS Spec→Prim 0.02584 0.32 0.2 0.21
Primary-Mental/Behavioral
SBT 0.00030 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Correlation -0.08454 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
PLS Prim→Mental 0.02256 0.02 0.01 0.01
PLS Mental→Prim -6E-05 0.39 0.48 0.49
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SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
❖ For our primary aim we applied R-DNA and I-DNA to claims data
▪ We borrowed R-DNA from bioinformatics (correlation, multiple regression, PLS)
▪ We developed I-DNA from information theory (RA & SBT)
▪ We conducted resampling by permutation, one-sample, and two-sample bootstrapping
❖ Comparisons of inference methods led to recommendations for future studies
▪ Consider importance of multiway patterns (to capture, exclude, or ignore them)
▪ Consider the nature of the data (continuous vs. nominal)
▪ Consider the types of connections expected (e.g., nonlinear, inverse)
❖ Comparisons of resampling methods demonstrated their interchangeability
▪ Comparable performance by permutation, one-sample, and two-sample bootstrapping
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SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
❖ Methodological differences center on treatment of multiway billing patterns
▪ RA formally captured these patterns as multiway associations
▪ Correlation and SBT ignored them, treating each pair as if in isolation
▪ Regression and PLS excluded them, finding unique pairwise relationships
❖ RA was the only method here that could directly capture multiway patterns
❖ PLS was found most effective at capturing unique pairwise provider patterns 
❖ The CCO network was found to have a large amount of multiway connectivity, 
so differences in how inference methods treated this resulted in substantial 
differences between the networks they inferred
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SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
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❖ For our secondary aim we used R-DNA and I-DNA to understand change in 
a network of health care delivery
▪ Top 30 and care sector networks changed significantly after Health Share formed
❖ Network inference provided insights regarding the specific types of change
▪ Connectivity appears to have consolidated over time, with a smaller subset of billing 
providers being more highly connected in their provision of care
▪ Patients did not rely more heavily on primary care over specialty care as expected
▪ Patients did not appear to follow referrals from mental/behavioral care to primary care 
as often as was expected
▪ Note that most network changes were small in magnitude
❖ Comparative analysis with all methods facilitated a fuller understanding of 
the consolidation phenomenon
LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK
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❖ The current study design does not allow for causal inference
❖ This work does not evaluate the ‘effectiveness’ of CCO legislation, as its 
explicit goals are largely orthogonal to our measures of network change
❖ We only looked at two time periods (before versus after), so it is hard to 
know if the amount of changed detected is larger or different than ‘normal’
❖ Many of the changes observed were very small in magnitude, so 
interpretations of their direction could be overfitting or overstating
❖ More robust hypothesis tests should have more than 100 resampling 
iterations
LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK
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❖ Future work could also explore a number of additional research topics, 
including…
▪ Breaking up the before and after datasets into smaller periods (e.g., quarters), for an 
interrupted time series design
▪ Network analysis for a specific subset of patients, such as those with chronic medical 
conditions that require higher utilization (and imply greater cost)
▪ Evaluation of whether connectivity decreased within the primary care sector, as the 
PCPCH should have resulted in patients visiting fewer primary care providers
▪ Statistical testing of the amount of ‘consolidation’, since here we tested an aggregate of 
network change in all directions
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